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Editor’s notes

Fraser Forum is published 10 times a year by The Fraser Institute, Vancouver,
British Columbia, Canada.

There is a saying you’ll see a couple of times on the pages
of this month’s Fraser Forum: “security trumps trade.” I
have no reason to doubt the accuracy of the saying, at least
as far as the United States’s dealings with Canada go, but
this obvious result of the 9/11 terrorist attacks is unfortunate nonetheless.

The Fraser Institute’s vision is a free and prosperous world where individuals
benefit from greater choice, competitive markets, and personal
responsibility. Our mission is to measure, study, and communicate the
impact of competitive markets and government interventions on the welfare
of individuals. Founded in 1974, we are an independent research and educational organization with offices in Vancouver, Calgary, and Toronto, and
international partners in over 70 countries. Our work is financed by
tax-deductible contributions from thousands of individuals, organizations,
and foundations. In order to protect its independence, the Institute does not
accept grants from government or contracts for research.

I realize that you can’t engage in large-scale, mutually beneficial, wealth-generating trade without security, but rather
than one “trumping” the other, it seems to me that the two
go hand in hand. Not only should they go hand in hand,
but they must do. Certainly, when security is absent, trade
is undermined, and so becomes weak, potentially
small-scale and ineffective. But without trade, security
alone is heavy and sinister—it can lead to a sort of isolationism that hurts not just the trading partners, but those
imposing the security, too. Should the American-Canadian relationship devolve the way of this maxim, almost
worse than the economic impact of such an outcome
would be the undermining of the North American psyche.
Both the US and Canada are composed largely of immigrants. We both place a high priority on the value of the
individual and demonstrate that value by supporting individual freedom, economic freedom, and democracy. If that
openness stops, we will be turning our backs on many of
our shared values, and so be left searching for some pale,
second-best ethos.
The feature articles in this issue of Fraser Forum explain
some of the steps that have been taken, and that still must
be taken, to try and address the delicate balance between
security and trade. Martin Collacott discusses ways of dealing with the terrorist threat directly through immigration
and security policies. David Stewart-Patterson explains
how behind-the-scenes actors can help keep North Americans communicating and cooperating with one another—
in this case, through a North American “Competitiveness
Council.” Professor Geoffrey Hale examines the “Western
Hemisphere Travel Initiative.” While the name is relatively
unknown, most Canadians are aware of one of its key
effects: that sometime soon, anyone wanting to cross from
the Canadian to the US side of our shared border will need
a passport. If all these committees and rulings sound ominous, Fred McMahon begins the focus by explaining why
and how the Canada-US relationship is actually recovering
well from the events of 9/11.
But despite Fred’s optimism, make no mistake. The message behind each of these articles is clear: if we in Canada
are to avoid paying the very heavy price that crimped or
stifled trade with the US will bring, we must continue to
work very diligently to keep our trade routes open. And
only by taking US security concerns seriously will our
trading relationship remain relatively undamaged.
—Kristin McCahon (kristinm@fraserinstitute.ca)
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Remembering
Milton Friedman

A

by Michael Walker

s news of my friend’s death
spread around the globe, people sought to distill the effect Milton
Friedman has had on the world. Journalists were looking for the best 700 words
to capture the essence of the man. Television channels were scrambling, as they
usually are, to find a visual to represent
the event to their viewers.
Of course for most people in the world,
the very best way to see the effect of
Milton Friedman is to simply look
around. From Mongolia to Manitoba,
from Reykjavik to Cape Town, from
Sydney to Beijing, and in every nook
and cranny of the former Soviet Union,
the ideas of Milton Friedman inform
and infuse the economic policies that
are transforming the world and eradicating poverty at an unprecedented pace.
Free to Choose, the book which developed
from a television series of the same name,
written by Milton and his brilliant wife
Rose, has been the handbook for
reformers in dozens of languages.
You can’t really remember Milton without remembering Rose. Rose, who has
been the enabler, the critic, the moderator, the instigator, and both the radical
and the moderate of their very joint effort
to change the world. Rose, who held his
hand during two quadruple by-pass surgeries 20 years apart. Rose, who made
everyone more relaxed in approaching
what was undoubtedly one of the greatest

his advice to the creators of the Chicago
Mercantile Exchange, which is now one
of the world’s largest stock and commodity markets. Our debate was about
whether those who sell stock short
ought to be required to cover their short
sales by borrowing stock. Or whether
stock markets should, in that regard, be
like currency markets and commodity
markets.

intellects in the history of the human
race. Rose, who must now spend the
rest of her days without her constant
companion of more than 70 years.
The last time I was with Milton Friedman, two weeks before his death and the
day before he entered hospital for the
declining heart function that would end
his life, he was as he had always been:
curious, cheerful, combative, and resolute. The occasion was a meeting
regarding the Milton and Rose D. Friedman Foundation of which I am privileged
to be a director. The business of the
foundation was dealt with efficiently
and well but its conduct did not preclude
us from having, in passing, a debate
about the merits of “naked short selling.”
The debate reminded me that one of
Milton’s contributions to the world was

Milton Friedman was a polymath. Students of statistics first encounter him
when they calculate the Friedman F test
for ranked data. Economics students
recognize him for his original contributions to most of the theoretical underpinnings of both macro- and microeconomics, from the theory of capital to
the functioning of exchange rates—and
of course the understanding of how
consumption behaviour and the
demand for cash balances interact to
spread monetary shocks through the
economy.
Central Bankers pay him homage daily
as they monitor the inflation rate as an
indicator of monetary policy. “Inflation
is a monetary phenomenon,” Friedman’s
monetarist mantra, was not always the
touchstone of monetary policy. In fact
many, such as Canadian economist

At their last public presentation
to a Fraser Institute audience in
Vancouver in December 2003,
Milton Friedman and his wife
Rose were mobbed by appreciative autograph seekers.
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John Kenneth Galbraith, who is incorrectly identified by Canadians as an
equal of Friedman’s, believed that inflation was caused by wage and other cost
pressures and that it could be abated by
wage and price controls. In the dim
mists of the future, as today, it will be
Friedman’s ideas that dominate in monetary and fiscal policy discussions.
Galbraith and Friedman were friendly
acquaintances during the 1970s, which
is no surprise since Milton was friendly
to everybody—both the many who
opposed his ideas and the few who
embraced them. That is how he survived for 30 years while the world was
foolishly imbibing socialist ideas. While
people may not have agreed with him,
they had to admit that he was a nice
guy. The only people who had anything
to fear were those who came to his
Monetary Workshop at the University
of Chicago with a half-baked idea—particularly those which had already been
discussed in a previous paper.
One of the most endearing characteristics of this gentle intellectual giant was
his humanity: his concern not to embarrass the askers of silly questions; his care
to treat every person with respect even
when they assailed him for his views. A
great tennis player until he was in his
mid eighties he was also a good skier
and even, he once sheepishly admitted
to me, a novice in-line skater! He also
did handwriting analysis as a parlour
trick and ice breaker to make others feel
more comfortable in social settings.
Professor Friedman’s contributions to
economic understanding were driven by
his ambition to change the world. He
was a student of history as well as a creator of it and was acutely aware of the

Memoriam

extent to which human suffering and
underachievement were the unintended
consequences of well meaning but
incorrect policy. As early as the late
1950s he began to lecture about the connections between human achievement
and economic freedom. His book with
Rose, Capitalism and Freedom, was an
early statement of what was to become
the comprehensive world view of libertarian economists. It was also what led
Milton, Rose, and me to initiate in
1984 the process that created the Economic Freedom of the World Index
which is now released annually in more
than 70 countries.
While the Friedmans have often been
described as advocates of a free market,
they were first investigators of how economic process worked. They wanted to
know how markets for education and
health care worked and that led them to
favour vouchers and certification as
methods of ensuring that the organization of these crucial services would be
driven by consumer choice. They
observed the ineffectiveness and wastefulness of public spending and the
dearth of solutions to the problems
which were the objectives of the public
spending. Better, they concluded, to
reduce taxes and have people spend
their own money on the things they
thought were important.
Today these ideas are taken as obvious
as governments around the world move
closer to a Friedman-style model for
public finances. But 40 years ago they
were regarded as quirky and unrealistic.
Moreover, in the face of full-blown
Keynesian beliefs widespread in the capitals of the leading nations, Friedman
was a pariah. Fortunately this did not
have any effect on his determination to

Michael Walker (michaelw@fraserinstitute.ca) is a Senior Fellow at The Fraser Institute.
He received his PhD in Economics from the University of Western Ontario. He has
written, edited, or co-authored many Fraser Institute publications.
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show that the consensus view was
incorrect and ineffective.
As a Jew Milton Friedman was acutely
aware of the fact that the freedom to
engage in commerce, particularly for
minorities and those who are preyed
upon by governments, is the right that
preserves life itself. He was puzzled by
the fact that many Jews were ill disposed
toward the market in spite of the fact
that it had been the difference between
life and death for so many of their predecessors. In the end those whose religion, skin colour, or ethnicity made
them the object of government pogroms
of one sort or another could survive
only if they could find refuge in the fact
that their freedom to trade, truck, and
barter was not curtailed.
In a curious way we will not miss Milton Friedman. The main reason is that
he is ever present in the ideas and policies with which we are surrounded. In
fact it is difficult to avoid him. For those
of us engaged in the study and impact of
ideas he will always be our companion—encouraging us to be bold in our
defense of economic freedom, counseling us to be tolerant of those who have
not yet had the gift of understanding
about these ideas, urging us to spread
the word about the great power of markets, and the unintended consequences
which result from ignoring or attempting to subvert the inexorable force of
incentives on behaviour.
But I shall miss him nonetheless. I shall
miss his sage counsel which he happily
gave. I shall miss his encouragement
which knew no bounds. I shall miss his
effervescent optimism which was as
reassuring as it was infectious. But most
of all I shall miss our conversations
about economic issues from which I
always learned something new and in
which he was infinitely patient with his
oldest, often difficult student. &
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Storm Clouds Clearing

I

by Fred McMahon

t feels like a storm has passed and
Canada-United States relations have
moved into a period of calm.
The storm began with 9/11. Even before
the Iraq invasion, this great tragedy
brought out the worst in Canada’s vocal
anti-American faction, and the tone got
even uglier in the run-up to the invasion.
It is worth recalling how strong the winds
were to show the difference in climate.
Remember MP Carolyn Parrish’s
famous anti-American rants? Remember Prime Minister Jean Chrétien’s
comments implying that the United
States was in some way responsible for
global poverty and thus for the attacks,
and then later condemning Premier
Ralph Klein for writing a pro-US letter
while he refused to criticize his own
MP’s outrageous statements? Remember a crowd booing a peewee hockey
team from the US, a CBC “Town Hall”
so vehemently anti-American that even
the CBC’s ombudsman complained?
The list could go on almost indefinitely.1

A good friend, who is black, told me
during this period that he could no longer watch the CBC: “If they were saying
about people of my hue what they are
about Americans, they would be
charged with hate crimes.”

It is extraordinary that anti-Americanism became louder in Canada after the
US had suffered the tragedy of 9/11.
Imagine the reaction in Canada if a terrorist attack in this nation brought out a
wave of anti-Canadianism in the
United States, say during the time of
the War Measures Act when Pierre
Trudeau’s suppression of civil liberties
in reaction to two kidnappings went
well beyond any security measure
even contemplated in the United
States after 3,000 deaths.
Canadians supporting the United
States were labeled as worse than traitors in main stream publications. “If
some ‘ethnics’ were showing the sort
of loyalty to another country as Canadian right-wingers are to the United
States, they would have been branded
traitors to Canada. Don Cherry, Mike
Harris, Ernie Eves, Ralph Klein, and
Stephen Harper… may, in fact, be
committing a worse sin,” wrote
Haroon Siddiqui in the Toronto Star.
Not only is the Toronto Star Canada’s
largest circulation paper (Siddiqui,
2003), but Siddiqui is the influential
former editorial page editor, now editorial page editor emeritus, and a frequent
television commentator.
The Toronto Star also carried an opinion piece that effectively accused Bush
of colluding in the Sept. 11 terrorist
attacks (Landsbery, 2003). Remarkably,

Fred McMahon (fredm@fraserinstitute.ca) is Director of the Centre for
Globalization Studies at The Fraser Institute. He is co-author of “The
Economic Freedom of the Arab World,” published by the World
Economic Forum, and Series Editor for the Canada Strong and Free
publications by Preston Manning and Mike Harris.
December

it based its allegations on “evidence”
produced by a documentary run on
Canada’s religious channel, Vision TV.
Then, during the Iraq war, the Globe
and Mail carried an op-ed implying the
United States clandestinely supported
terrorist attacks in Iraq as cover for US
theft of Iraqi oil (Klein, 2004).
Now a full five years later, the bile seems
to be receding. A recent, 2006 Ipsos-Reid
poll shows a significant swing in attitudes just over the last year.2

Canadians
supporting the
United States were
labeled as worse
than traitors
in main stream
publications.
According to the poll released in October, 85 percent of Canadians say the
United States is a friend, up by 12 points
from a year ago, while 90 percent of
Americans say Canada is a friend; 58
percent of Canadians say the United
States is Canada’s closest ally, up 5
points, while only 17 percent of Americans consider Canada its greatest ally,
with pride of place going to the United
Kingdom (Ipsos-Reid, 2006).
A glance back at the 2005 numbers suggests that anti-Americanism was always
limited to a minority in Canada, though
the number of Canadians with negative
opinions of the United States may well
have been higher in the 2002-2004 period.
2006/ January 2007
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Border Issues

Canadians and Americans rate terrorism as the number one issue shared by
both nations. The sentiment in the
United States is much stronger than in
Canada, unsurprisingly considering that
the US was the target of the world’s
deadliest terrorist attack. Americans are
also more concerned about border security than Canadians, while Canadians
have a greater focus on the free flow of
goods and people across the
border and on immigration
and visa policies.
Not only has public opinion changed. The government seems to be taking a
more mature approach to
Canada-US relations, while
standing up for Canada’s
interests, for example, in
arctic sovereignty and with
Canada’s economic need to
correctly balance US security concerns with an efficient border.
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The economic and security arguments
in favour of cooperation on missile
defense are overwhelming. The cost for
Canada would be roughly zero and
Canadian firms would be much better
placed to bid on contracts.

Although the Afghan war continues to
worry Canadians and Iraq remains
deeply unpopular, there may even be

Unless some other shattering event
occurs, we are now likely headed into a
period of relative calm in Canada/US
relations that brings us closer to whatever equilibrium existed prior to 9/11.
Canadians who favour civility and acting in our own best interests in trade,
the economy, and security will breathe a
sigh of relief.

The government seems
to be taking a more
mature approach to
Canada-US relations,
while standing up for
Canada’s interests, for
example, in arctic
sovereignty and with
Canada’s economic
need to correctly
balance US security
concerns with an
efficient border.

The government has also
tackled the long-simmering
softwood lumber conflict.
Although this dispute was
never as one-sided as the
Canadian media often portrayed it (McMahon, 2006),
publicity surrounding this
and other relatively minor
trade disputes appears to
have distorted Canadians’
view of Canada-US trade.
Only 37 percent of Canadians say Canada is a winner
in the North American Free
Trade Agreement, and
that’s up 7 percent over the
last year. Yet 47 percent of Americans
think the US is a NAFTA winner
(Ipsos-Reid, 2006). If anything, the
numbers should be reversed. Over the
past five years, almost a third of what
Canadians produce has been exported

6 |

into the United States. Our trade surplus with the United States has typically
equalled about a tenth of our economy,
giving Canadians the means to buy
French wine, Pakistani textiles, Thai
electronics, and German-made cars.

room for increased military cooperation. For example, a surprising 52 percent of Canadians favour cooperation
on missile defence (Ipsos-Reid, 2006).
This suggests a real debate on the topic
might well garner strong majority support.

Notes
1

See Jones, 2004. He describes some of the
lesser known instances mentioned and others as well.
2

This public opinion survey was conducted
between September 21-26 and released in
October 2006. It surveyed 1,173 Canadians
and 1,038 Americans and is accurate to
within 2.9 percentage points for the United
States and 3.0 percentage points for Canada.
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Canada Must
Remain Vigilant
Against Terrorism

C

by Martin Collacott

anada has taken a number of
steps in recent months to demonstrate that it is serious about dealing
with threats from terrorism and
strengthening its borders against those
who might enter our country to cause
trouble. Evidence of this was seen in the
arrest of 17 people in June (and subsequently an eighteenth person) suspected
of planning terrorist attacks in Ontario.
Also significant are the government’s decisions to arm as well as increase the number of border guards and to provide funding to protect the mass transit systems in
Canadian cities against terrorist attacks.
At the same time, much remains to be
done both to provide better protection
for Canadians as well as to assure the
United States that we are addressing
issues such as risks related to our high
immigration levels—which includes significant intake from terrorist-producing
countries—and a refugee determination
system that continues to be beset with
problems. The fact that the Americans
continue to strengthen security along

their side of our mutual border is indicative of their concern over possible
threats from the Canadian side and does
not augur well for the consequences to
Canada in the event of another major
terrorist attack either in the US or on
our side of the border.
The Conservative government has demonstrated that it is more determined
than its predecessor to address problems
related to the presence of terrorists on
our soil—as witnessed by its April decision to add the Tamil Tigers to its list of
terrorist groups. By the same token,
there have been indications that it does
not fully appreciate the extent of American concerns and, in the circumstances,
hopes to be able to persuade them that
they have no need to be worried about
terrorist threats from our direction. Following Congressional committee hearings in June that focused on possible
threats from our side of the border, our
ambassador in Washington, Michael
Wilson, sought to reassure Americans
that we have matters fully under control
and that Americans should not be
unduly worried (Collacott, 2006a).

Martin Collacott (martinc@fraserinstitute.ca) is a Fraser Institute
Senior Fellow. He has served as Canada’s High Commissioner to Sri
Lanka, Ambassador to Syria and Lebanon, Ambassador to Cambodia,
and as Director General for Security Services for the Department of
External Affairs, in which capacity he was responsible for the
coordination of counter-terrorism policy at the international level.
December

More must be done
Despite such reassurances, there is no
shortage of evidence that more must be
done to reduce the threat from terrorism and curtail the activities of terrorists
and supporters in Canada. According to
the Canadian Security Intelligence Service (CSIS), there are more terrorist
groups active in Canada today than in
any other country in the world, with the
exception of the United States. These
groups engage in a wide range of activities including providing a convenient
base for terrorist supporters and operatives; fundraising; lobbying through
front organizations; propagating hate
and ideologies that incite and perpetuate violence; recruiting fighters for wars
and conflicts abroad; procuring weapons and materiel; coercing and manipulating immigrant communities;
facilitating transit to and from the
United States and other countries; and
other illegal activities (CSIS, 2006). The
Counter Terrorism Branch of CSIS has,
for the fifth year in a row, identified
Islamic extremism—particularly
al-Qaida-inspired or related—as its
main concern. The service believes that
the threat posed by these terrorist
groups increased in 2005-06. One of the
branch’s priorities is the interdiction
and removal of such radicals from Canada (SIRC, 2006).
Putting an end to such activities is no
easy matter, however. While Parliament
passed what were at the time presented
as robust pieces of legislation against
terrorism and terrorist fundraising following the events of 9/11, that legislation
has come in for a great deal of criticism
for being too draconian, even though it
has been used sparingly to date.
Terrorist fundraising continues to be a
problem in Canada. The Financial
Transactions and Reports Analysis Centre of Canada (FINTRAC), the federal
2006/ January 2007
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Fighting Terrorism

government agency responsible for
tracking money laundering including
terrorist fundraising, stated in its annual
report in October that it had detected
approximately $256 million in
suspected terrorist activity
financing and other threats to
the security of Canada in the
last fiscal year (FINTRAC,
2006). This constitutes an
increase from $70 million in
such transactions in 2004 and
$180 million last year.
While much of this increase is
probably due to the agency
becoming more proficient at
identifying terrorist-related
movements of money, a quarter
of a billion dollars still represents a considerable sum—particularly when there has been
legislation on the books for five
years to prevent such activities
from taking place. No charges,
moreover, have as yet been laid
under the relevant laws,
although investigations are
reportedly being carried out
that could lead in due course to
charges in connection with
Tamil Tiger fundraising in particular.

Terrorist fundraising
continues to be a
problem in Canada.
FINTRAC ... detected
approximately $256
million in suspected
terrorist activity
financing and other
threats ... in the last
fiscal year.

Anti-terrorism
legislation
Although charges have been laid under
the anti-terrorism legislation, the act
itself has drawn widespread criticism for
being too harsh, and court rulings have
already cast doubt on how effective it is
likely to be as a means of fighting terrorism in Canada. The first person charged
under the act was Ottawa-based computer engineer Momin Khawaja, who is
alleged to have been involved in a
reputed bomb plot in the UK. In ruling
on the Khawaja case, an Ontario Superior Court judge focussed on the provi-
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sion that makes proof of terrorism
dependent on showing that the accused
had a religious, political, or ideological
motive. According to the judge, such a

definition constitutes an infringement
of certain fundamental freedoms,
including those of religion, thought,
belief, opinion, expression, and association. It is therefore incompatible with
the Charter of Rights and Freedoms and
cannot be justified in a free and democratic society. He accordingly struck
down this section of the act (Globe and
Mail, 2006).
Some observers see the decision as making easier the work of prosecutors in
terrorist cases by removing the need to
demonstrate there was a religious, political, or ideological motive. Others, however, have concluded that the
elimination of this requirement leaves
in doubt whether there is anything
unique to an act of terrorism as distinct

from criminal acts in general and that, if
there is no fundamental difference,
there is no need to have laws aimed specifically at terrorism.
A further possible blow to the effectiveness of the act came in the form of a
proposal from a House of Commons
committee in early November. The
committee recommended that in the
case of investigations into possible acts
of terrorism, the use of investigative
hearings be limited to instances “when
there is reason to believe that there is
imminent peril that a terrorist offence
will be committed” (Bolan, 2006; House
of Commons Standing Committee,
2006). If Parliament were to approve this
proposal, it would presumably restrict
security and intelligence agencies from
holding such hearings until threats
reached the stage of becoming imminent. This, regrettably, reveals a serious
lack of understanding as to how counter-terrorist operations need to function
if they are to be effective.
There has also been pressure on the
government to desist from or at least
ease up on its use of security certificates.
The certificates have to be approved by
two cabinet ministers and signed by a
federal court judge. They are used to
order the removal from the country of
foreign nationals considered to pose a
significant threat to the security of
Canada and must be based on evidence
considered reliable and coming from
multiple sources. While the primary
purpose of the certificate is to remove
such individuals, until this can be carried out, the certificate also provides for
their detention given the threat they
pose to our national security.
Since most of these people come from
countries with a less than impressive
record on human rights and, as Canada
is reluctant to send them to a place where
they might be tortured, it has become
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very difficult to get them out of the
country. The Supreme Court is expected
to release a decision in the near future
on the constitutionality of security certificates in relation to the argument that
the government is violating the Charter
of Rights and Freedoms by holding foreign terror suspects indefinitely.

carry out security screening on only 10
percent of the thousands of immigrants
who had come to Canada from Pakistan
and Afghanistan—both hotbeds of
Islamic fundamentalism and central in
the fight against terrorism (Gordon, 2006;
Senate Standing Committee, 2006).

While a large majority of Muslims in
Canada are no doubt interested in living
normal lives like other Canadians, it is,
nevertheless, from a small number of
members of this community that the
most serious threats to our national
security emanate. It is probably safe to

The certificates have, in fact, been used
quite sparingly; only 27 have been
issued in the past 15 years and only six
people are currently detained under
them. Those being held can, moreover,
leave Canada any time they wish if a
country can be found that is prepared
to take them. There has, nevertheless,
been a strong outcry from human
rights activists who argue in effect that
the rights of those detained should take
precedence over national security in
such situations.

Immigration and
refugee policy
Other areas where Americans have
expressed concern over the extent to
which there could be a threat from the
Canadian side of the border are with
regard to immigration and refugee policy. In my paper Canada’s Inadequate
Response to Terrorism: The Need for
Policy Reform, released by The Fraser
Institute in February (Collacott,
2006b), I listed a number of US
think-tanks as well as government
studies that have cited Canada’s lax
immigration and refugee laws as contributing factors to the presence of foreign terrorists on Canadian soil. If
these are, indeed, matters of concern
for Americans, we have done little to
improve the situation.
In May of this year, for example, the
deputy director of operations for CSIS
told a Senate committee that in the past
five years his organization was able to
December
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say that the extent of such threats is not
as serious as that described in Britain by
the head of MI5, that country’s security
service. Dame Eliza ManninghamBuller stated that her organization’s
caseload now involved about 30 “Priority 1” plots and that it has identified 200
terrorist networks involving at least
1,600 people, many under the direct
control of al-Qaida leaders in Pakistan
(Naughton and Evans, 2006).

Counterterrorism
measures
Canada, however, has no reason to be
complacent. In 2005-2006 the Counter
Terrorism Branch of CSIS had 31 organizational and 274 individual authorized targets in its sights (SIRC, 2006).
Following the arrest of the 17 in June,
the RCMP let it be known that
they had earlier disrupted at
least 12 terrorist groups across
the country (Sallot and Laghi,
2006). To this total of 12 it
should be added that, when
the deputy director of CSIS
spoke to the Senate committee
about the number of terrorist
threats that might be out
there, he observed that “we
used to work on a ratio of 10
to 1, that is, for every one we
knew about there were probably 10 that we did not… I
worry that the ratio has
increased” (Senate Standing
Committee, 2006).

the United States in August in an
attempt to purchase sophisticated
anti-aircraft missiles for the Tamil
Tigers. While it is more than likely that
Canadian authorities provided much of
the intelligence that led to their apprehension, it is also very probable that
they lacked the resources to finish the job
in terms of arrests and prosecution and
had to leave this job to the Americans.
In addition to concerns about our
immigration program, the Americans
have also expressed doubts about the
ease with which entry can be gained to
this country through our refugee determination system. In this regard, we have
had some success in reducing access to
the system by many with dubious claims
as a result of two measures taken since
9/11: a) the implementation of the Safe
Third Country Agreement with the

A number of terrorist
groups have been
particularly successful
in exploiting our
refugee system to
get their members
and supporters
into Canada ...

While both CSIS and the
RCMP have had their
resources augmented since 9/11, they
still fall well short of what is needed to
keep track of and follow up on all possible activities and threats of a terrorist
nature. It is hardly surprising, in the circumstances, that several Canadian citizens were arrested when they traveled to
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United States (under which most asylum seekers in the United States must
make their claims in that country rather
than coming to our border to claim asylum here) and b) the posting of additional Migration Integrity Officers overseas (who help prevent travellers with

questionable documents from boarding
flights to Canada in order to make refugee claims). Despite this, the number of
successful refugee claimants rose in
2005 for the fourth consecutive year.
The refugee system has been of particular concern because a large proportion
of terrorists from abroad have used it to
enter Canada as well as to delay or avoid
their removal once they have been identified as a threat. A number of terrorist
groups have been particularly successful
in exploiting it to get their members and
supporters into Canada, most notably
the Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam
(Collacott, 2006a). Recent news reports
indicate that a number of Canadians of
Somali origin, who reportedly got into
Canada as refugees, have returned to
their homeland to take up positions in
the Islamic Courts Union, a Taliban-like
organization that is attempting to take
control of all of Somalia and impose
sharia law throughout the country (Bell,
2006a; Bell, 2000b).
This raises the possibility that Canadian
citizens who gain combat experience
with the Islamic Courts Union in Somalia may eventually return to Canada to
spread their brand of extremism—as,
for example, did Egyptian-born Ahmed
Khadr, who, after participating in the
1980s Afghanistan war, became
involved with al-Qaeda and came back
to Canada to help radicalize a new generation (Bell, 2006a; Bell, 2000b).
In the last two or three years, a good
deal of attention has focused on
so-called home-grown terrorists—those
who were born or grew up here—as in
the case of most of the 17 arrested in
Ontario in June, as well as the British-born suicide bombers who carried
out the attacks in London in July 2005.
This added area of concern does not,
however, mean that we can lower our
guard with respect to terrorists and their
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supporters entering through immigration and refugee channels.

Reactions to terrorist
threats
At senior levels, US officials generally
express appreciation for measures taken
by Canada to improve our security and
for the close cooperation between our
security and intelligence agencies. Occasionally, a more candid assessment of
what the Americans think also emerges—
as in the case of hearings in a House of
Representatives sub-committee in June
when commentators were critical of the
state of security in Canada. Regrettably,
the reactions of our ambassador and the
government through its statements in
Parliament suggested a return to the
habit of denying we have a serious problem of terrorism in Canada.
Virtually the only senior Canadian voice
that acknowledged that we still had a
good deal of work to do was the chair
of the Senate committee mentioned
above. Senator Colin Kenny observed
that “the essence of responses from the
top was that the fact that arrests [of the
17 in June] were made should reassure
Canadians that everything is under control—so calm down.” He went on to
state that “The public does not need
calming. The public needs the truth.
The truth is that it is probably going to
take a decade to get up to speed on
monitoring and countering the potential threats at our airports and seaports,
along our borders, and in the neighbourhoods likely to incubate terrorist
threats” (Kenny, 2006).
The chair of the US subcommittee that
held the hearings in question was
equally frank when interviewed by the
CBC. Asking rhetorically how his country would react if an event such as 9/11
occurred, he responded by stating that
“… the American people will, in my

opinion, shut down the borders—land,
sea, and air borders… I hope it doesn’t
happen… The American people will not
react similarly after a repeat of 9/11. We
will not be so open” (Hostettler, 2006).

Collacott, Martin (2006b). Canada’s Inadequate Response to Terrorism: The Need for
Policy Reform. Fraser Institute Digital
Publication (February). Vancouver: The
Fraser Institute. Digital document available at: http://www.fraserinstitute.ca/
shared/readmore.asp?sNav=pb&id=825.

Given the extent to which the Americans continue to tighten up their side of
the border—not only in requiring more
secure documentation for travellers but
in augmenting their surveillance capability, we should not take such predications lightly. Canada is, of course, a fully
sovereign nation and free to choose
whatever measures it thinks are necessary to ensure the security of its people.
But so is the United States and, if it concludes that closing the border for a
period of time is necessary because of
new terrorist attacks combined with
doubts about the state of security in
Canada, we should not be overly surprised. While taking such action would
obviously be disruptive for some American industries and particularly for borders states, this would fall far short of the
impact it would have on our economy.

Globe and Mail (2006). “Judge Strikes Down
Part of Anti-terror Law.” (October 24).

House of Commons Standing Committee on
Public Safety and National Security
(2006). Review of the Anti-Terrorism Act
Investigative Hearings and Recognizance
with Conditions. Digital document available at: http://cmte.parl.gc.ca/Content/
HOC/committee/391/secu/reports/
rp2422668/securp03/09-recommendatione.htm#TOCLink_09_1
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North American
Competitiveness Council
Seeks to Strengthen
Continental Prosperity

A

by David Stewart-Patterson

nti-free-trade activist Maude
Barlow says it represents the
secret marriage of government and big
business. A high-profile feature in the
Toronto Star denounces it as a “small
but significant step” in the march toward Nazi-style dictatorship. CNN anchor Lou Dobbs smells an ominous plot
to dismantle the United States government and erect a European Union-style
superstate in North America.
Conspiracy theory, anyone?
Each of these commentators is talking
about the recently created North American Competitiveness Council (NACC),
a government-appointed, private sector
advisory panel that is thinking about
how to enable companies across North
America to compete more effectively in
the global economy.
Criticism of the NACC, it seems, makes
strange bedfellows. In Canada, veteran
left-wing agitators such as Barlow complain that, by soliciting advice from the

David Stewart-Patterson is Executive
Vice President of the Canadian Council of
Chief Executives, which is composed of
150 leading Canadian CEOs and
entrepreneurs.
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NACC on ways to spur economic
growth, the federal government has surrendered control over Canada-US relations to large corporations. In the
United States, protectionists on the far
right of the political spectrum are
equally riled up about what they regard
as an assault on US sovereignty.
Both charges are wildly off base. Composed of 10 business executives from
each of Canada, the United States, and
Mexico, the NACC is nothing more or
less than an attempt to build on the success of the North American Free Trade
Agreement at a time when global competition is intensifying and security concerns are making cross-border trade and
travel within the continent more difficult instead of easier. The NACC is simply the latest initiative under the
umbrella of the Security and Prosperity
Partnership of North America (SPP), a
trinational effort launched in 2005 to
reduce trade barriers and facilitate economic growth while strengthening continental security.
As US Commerce Secretary Carlos
Gutierrez put it recently: “The private
sector is the driving force behind innovation and growth, and the private sec-

tor’s involvement in the SPP is key to
enhancing North America’s competitive
position in global markets.”
What does that mean in practical terms?
By establishing the NACC, the three
North American governments have
challenged the business community to
come up with specific, timely, and practical recommendations to eliminate
unnecessary barriers to trade, cut red
tape, and reduce delays at the border
while maintaining high standards of
public health and safety. Each government will then decide independently
whether those recommendations make
sense and deserve to be implemented.
As always, elected officials will have the
final say. If the NACC does its job well,
businesses in all three countries will be
better equipped to take on competitors
from around the world, consumers will
benefit from cheaper, safer, and more
innovative products for consumers, and
all North Americans will be more secure.
It is a tall order, to be sure, but the
NACC is off to a productive start. During the Council’s first meeting in June
2006, members agreed to reinforce their
independence and strengthen their policy development capacity by recruiting
secretariat support in each country from
outside government. Canadian members
chose the Canadian Council of Chief
Executives (CCCE) as their Secretariat.
Members in the United States opted to be
supported jointly by the Council of the
Americas and the United States Chamber of Commerce, while Mexican members appointed the Instituto Mexicano
para la Competitividad (IMCO).
The group then moved quickly to narrow down its initial priorities at a meeting on August 15 in Washington, DC.
(This prompted one senior American
official to observe that, “Any group that
meets in August in Washington is obviously committed!”)

Competitive Council

NACC members discussed a wide range
of issues but decided to focus on three
priorities: border-crossing facilitation,
regulatory cooperation, and energy integration. Each national section of the
NACC agreed to prepare an issues
paper with recommendations on one
of the three priorities. The Canadian
section took the lead in drafting the
borders paper, while the US and Mexican sections accepted primary responsibility for drafting papers in the areas
of regulatory cooperation and energy
respectively.
In its role as the Canadian Secretariat,
the CCCE has been working closely
with Canadian NACC members, Canadian government officials and Canadian business organizations and think
tanks, as well as with its Mexican and
American counterparts. The resulting
Canadian paper on border issues put
forward recommendations in five key
areas: emergency management and
business resumption; the movement of
goods into North America; the movement of goods within North America;
the movement of people; and expansion of border infrastructure. As agreed
by NACC members from all three
countries, the paper focused on actions
that could be taken quickly while
resulting in clear improvements to the
efficiency of commercial exchanges
within North America.

would be linked more closely to evolving global standards.
The paper on energy integration, drafted
by the Mexican NACC Secretariat, paid
particular attention to the challenges facing Mexico as it tries to extract full value
from its considerable energy reserves.
The exchange of issues papers launched
an intensive period of discussion among
NACC members and consultation with
governments and business organizations
in all three countries. While the latest
election results in the United States led
to a shift in control of the Congress,
there is expected to be little impact on
the NACC process. This is because the
Security and Prosperity Partnership
agenda was designed from the outset to
focus on issues that lie within the
authority of the executive branch of
government in all three countries.

The goal is to achieve consensus on an
initial set of recommendations that
could be presented to the responsible
government ministers in all three countries early in 2007. This would lead to
the presentation of a final report to the
leaders of the three countries at or
before their next summit meeting,
scheduled to be hosted by Canada in
June 2007.
A secret agenda? A threat to national
sovereignty? Not at all. Through the
NACC, business leaders from all three
countries are working together to
identify practical ways to make the
North American economy work
better, to help companies across the
continent compete more effectively
within the global economy, and to
build a more prosperous and secure
future for Canadians, Americans, and
Mexicans alike. &

All three papers were completed and
exchanged trilaterally on November 1.
The paper on standards and regulatory
cooperation, prepared by the US NACC
Secretariat, similarly focused on measures
that could be implemented relatively
quickly. Most of its recommendations
were clustered in three specific sectors:
food and agri- culture, financial services, and transportation. It also called
for a cross-cutting approach to the
development of new regulations that
December
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Western Hemisphere
Travel Initiative: Now
for the Hard Part

I

by Geoffrey E. Hale

n September 2006, the US Congress
voted to delay implementation of the
Western Hemisphere Travel Initiative
(WHTI) on US land borders until June
2009—a tactical success for the Harper
government in attempting to shape a
policy likely to be dysfunctional for
cross-border trade and travel. However,
it does not change the dominant political maxim for cross-border relations
since 9/11: “Security Trumps Trade.”
Effective Canadian responses to WHTI
require an understanding of US domestic politics, competing policy objectives,
and technological options if security
concerns are to be properly integrated
with the facilitation of trade and travel
and protection of civil liberties. It will
also require significant investments in
infrastructures and processes to ensure
that US and Canadian systems complement one another well enough to avoid
huge border backlogs.
Congress passed the measure in December 2004 as part of a much larger legislative package in response to
recommendations of the bipartisan 9/11
Commission (United States Government, 2004, Section 7209; National
Commission on Terrorist Attacks on
the United States, 2004, p. 388). It
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requires that all American citizens
display a passport, other approved document, or combination of documents
upon re-entering the United States
while removing traditional passport
exemptions for travelers from Canada,
Mexico, and Bermuda.

Political and security
pressures behind WHTI
“Securing America’s borders” has
become a major issue in US domestic
politics for four major reasons: ongoing
risks of terrorist infiltration, debates
over rapid growth in illegal immigration, the exploitation of security concerns as tools of partisan and ideological
conflict, and efforts by competing
domestic interests to shield themselves
from resulting costs of adjustment or to
externalize these costs to foreigners.
US concerns over border security
pre-date 9/11, with Ahmad Ressam’s
arrest and subsequent revelation of the
millennium bomb plot against the Los
Angeles airport. The presence of terrorists and terrorist support networks in
Canada received massive publicity in
the United States in mid-2006 with the
arrests of 17 terrorist suspects alleged to
have plotted attacks in Southern
Ontario. Although these arrests demon-

strate extensive cross-border police
cooperation, political and media
responses to them also highlight the
extreme sensitivity of American opinion
to ongoing risks of terrorism.
However, the WHTI owes its origins to
the politics of immigration as much as
to concerns over terrorism. Section 110
of the 1996 Illegal Immigration Reform
and Immigrant Responsibility Act
(IIRIRA), which mandated the creation
of an entry-exit monitoring system for
“every alien” entering and leaving the
United States, was partially repealed in
1998 after a massive lobby by US border
interests, supported by Canada. Since
then, illegal immigration in the United
States has grown to more than 12 million people, prompting intensified
attempts at border control, especially
along the US-Mexican border, and
growing political controversy.
These conditions suggest that the pursuit of a North American security perimeter, as proposed by Canadian
business interests to “Schengenize”1 the
US-Canada border, fundamentally
ignores US domestic political debates
and vastly misjudges the willingness of
either party in Congress to weaken sovereign control over national borders.
With 440 million annual border crossings, screening out terrorists and illegal
entrants presents a huge technological
challenge to avoid large-scale disruption
of legitimate trade and travel. The US
government has responded with two
major initiatives: several “trusted traveler” programs2 targeted at frequent,
low-risk travelers willing to submit to
intensified security screening; and US
VISIT, an “entry-exit tracking” system.3
Congress has added two others: WHTI

Geoffrey E. Hale is Associate Professor in
the Department of Political Science at the
University of Lethbridge.
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and the REAL ID Act of 2005. The latter
imposes tighter security standards on
drivers’ licenses issued by US state governments as a condition of their acceptance by US federal agencies and
regulated industries, including the
Social Security Administration, most US
airports, and most banks (United States
Congress, 2006).
US VISIT’s intended objectives are to
prevent criminals, illegal immigrants,
and persons on security watchlists from
entering the US; counter fraudulent
passport use; and identify visa holders
who overstay their authorized visits.
However, limited coverage and failure
to invest in the technologies and border
infrastructure necessary for “exit tracking” (or to invest more heavily in internal enforcement of US immigration
laws) have limited its effectiveness.4

Balancing pressures for
border security and
facilitation
WHTI’s application to American citizens, combined with the political
salience of border security, makes it difficult for Canadian governments to
launch a frontal assault against it.
Rather than suggesting specific alternatives or focusing primarily on its economic effects, the Harper government
has emphasized the importance of “getting it right.” Ambassador Michael Wilson has repeatedly noted that the
Americans did “not (have) much time
to finalize and publish the implementing rule, conduct meaningful economic
impact assessments, identify and
develop appropriate technology, actually produce the millions upon millions
of required documents, install readers
and related infrastructure at border
crossings, and convince people to buy
the new documents” (Wilson, 2006, p.
12). Unless such practical matters are

dealt with effectively, the WHTI is likely
to provide the illusion rather than the
reality of increased security, while
imposing significant inconveniences
and costs on both Americans and Canadians.5
Four key factors outlined in proposed
US regulations reveal the challenges of
implementation: compatibility with
existing technologies for machine-readable documents, security of source documents, protection against identity
theft, and standardizing formats to
“limit the number of documents that
border guards have to look at” (United
States Department of Homeland Security and Department of State, 2006, pp.
46,156-67; United States Department of
State, 2006, pp. 60,928-32; Wilkins,
2006, supra fn. 6).
A key weakness of existing “trusted traveler” programs is the lack of compatibility among Department of Homeland
Security (DHS) computer systems.
Although the US has persuaded the
International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) to adopt a common,
machine-readable passport standard to
be phased in by its 189 member countries by 2010,6 every new travel document creates potential problems of
system compatibility. US officials argue
that it also increases the challenge of
training Customs and Border Protection
agents to recognize forged or falsified
documents.
These arguments reflect intense bureaucratic turf battles, particularly the State
Department’s determination to retain
control over passport issuance and verification. Such arguments also conflict
with REAL-ID Act requirements for
biometric, citizenship, and document
security verification processes for state
drivers licenses. Ontario, BC, and other
provinces are quietly discussing the harmonization and mutual recognition of
December

standards for their drivers’ licenses with
neighbouring states as a possible alternative to presenting passports at the
border. Although the Canadian government has not taken a position on this
proposal, its viability depends on the
ability of border inspectors to verify
information against a secure database,
and the ability of provinces to build
identity theft protection into their documents.
The technology selected for US passports and “PASS” cards to facilitate efficient processing of large volumes of
traffic—the vicinity-read RFID7 chip,
which can be read by scanners up to 20
feet away—has been challenged by security experts. The chip is vulnerable to
reading by unauthorized scanners
(Walkenhorst, 2006; Millar, 2006;
Schneier, 2006). DHS officials hope to
limit this risk by placing only an access
code to a secure DHS database on the
chip, rather than any personal information, as with existing “trusted traveler”
programs and newly-issued Canadian
passports. However, the chips remain
vulnerable to counterfeiting, undermining the security value of automated systems (Goodin, 2006).

WHTI and Canada’s
options
Canadian governments have limited
options in negotiating changes to an
American law that applies to American
citizens. At an administrative level,
Ottawa should insist that proposed
technologies be subject to pilot projects
and joint review to maximize promised
benefits and to identify and correct
technical or procedural shortcomings
before WHTI’s full implementation.
Canadian officials could also work with
US counterparts to make it easier for
travelers to obtain NEXUS cards—
which currently require personal inter2006/ January 2007
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views at the border—by providing such
services through US and Canadian consulates in major cities.
Another option would be to work with
provinces to develop common standards relating to the inclusion of
required data and technologies on drivers’ licenses—while building in extensive safeguards for access to such data to
address legitimate concerns over the
protection of civil liberties and risks of
identity theft.
However, Canadian governments will
have to continue working with US business groups and border communities
whose capacity to access and exercise
influence in Congress far exceeds that of
any foreign government. Ultimately,
Congress is the author and amender of
such legislation, appropriating the
money for its implementation, and
determining the terms and extent of
bureaucratic oversight and accountability when implementing WHTI.

Notes

extended to include permanent legal residents in 2007.
4

A recent study suggests that about 55 percent of illegal immigrants entered the US
illegally, while another 45 percent entered
legally but overstayed their visas. Koslowski
notes US VISIT’s biometric screening
requirements only apply to about 10 percent
of the 440 million legal entrants to the US,
and that 811,000 US passports have been
reported to Interpol as lost or stolen, further
complicating efforts at securing US borders
(Pew Hispanic Center, 2006; Koslowski,
2006).
5

Direct costs to US citizens have been estimated at $US 996 million over two years,
not including indirect economic impact of
border delays or changes in travel patterns
(United States Department of Homeland
Security and Department of State, 2006, p.
46,166).
6

About 110 states had issued “ICAO-Standard” Machine Readable Travel Documents
by late 2005, with “more than 40 planning to
upgrade to the biometrically enhanced version by the end of 2006” (International Civil
Aviation Organization, 2006).
7

Radio Frequency Identification. Recent
pilot projects indicated that processing times
for vicinity scanning technology are three to
six times faster than for “direct scan” or
“proximity read” technology requiring individual processing by US border agents (P.T.
Wright, 2006).

1

The Schengen Agreement of 1985, implemented over the following decade, provided
for the elimination of border controls on the
free movement of persons among participating European countries in return for the
harmonization of immigration rules, police,
and customs procedures in the European
Union (2005).

2

Recent estimates suggest that only 250,000
Americans, Mexicans, and Canadians are
registered under trusted traveler programs
such as NEXUS, FAST, and SENTRI—or
about 1 percent of people who cross US borders annually (John Wagner, Director, Passenger Automation Programs, US Customs
and Border Protection, 2006). Jim Phillips
of the Can-Am Business Trade Alliance
notes that about 400,000 people account for
48 percent of cross-border trips annually.
3

Currently aimed at foreign visa holders,
who account for about 10 percent of
entrants to the United States; it will be
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Fraser Forum

Promoting Open
Borders for Energy

I

by Dara Hrytzak-Lieffers &
Gerry Angevine

n early October, The Fraser Institute’s
new Centre for Energy Policy Studies
hosted guest speaker Pat Wood, III, immediate past Chairman of the Federal
Energy Regulatory Commission
(FERC), the independent agency that
regulates the transmission of electricity,
oil, and natural gas in the United States.
His presentation, Creating Open Borders
for Energy, provided an engaging introduction to core concerns and issues in
the North American energy agenda.
Wood began by explaining that energy
policy, supply, and demand can be limited by political, geographical, or regulatory barriers. These barriers exist
between Canada and the United States,
among provinces, states, regions, and
sectors. Whether the obstacles are physical or symbolic, they pose challenges to
the progress of free flowing energy markets, particularly as Canada and the US
become more integrated through trade.
Thus, the application of free market
principles to cross-border energy issues
will be key to providing policy options
that encourage greater efficiency, technological development, and wealth creation. By advancing policies that
encourage “open energy borders,”
greater access to supply and markets will
be achieved, resulting in enhanced
energy security and stronger transnational ties.

Of the major energy sources—oil, natural gas, uranium, coal, and renewables
such as hydro—Canada and the United
States together possess rich resources
and vast potential. Combined, the two
countries benefit from an integrated
natural gas pipeline grid and power
transmission network, as well as important trade ties, with Canada being a
major oil and gas supplier to the US.
Furthermore, both countries have a
common interest in developing major
initiatives to promote clean energy, such
as biofuels, and energy efficiency.
During his time at FERC, Wood promoted the progress of competitive
energy markets in the US. He found that
certain factors were essential for creating open borders, beginning with the
necessity to develop mutually agreedupon ground rules. Second, he noted
that the collaboration of buyers and sellers across borders must be facilitated
rather than hindered by the countries’
regulatory frameworks and that the
appointment of referees is essential
because disputes can and do arise. He
also noted that by opening markets to
new participants, relationships are created and strengthened through trade,
expanded opportunities, and technological innovation.
Wood’s conclusion reflected on the
future path that the US and Canada will
likely take. The further development of

Alberta’s rich oil sands resources is
likely because of its importance for
energy market integration and stability.
Also likely are policy initiatives that will
reduce the amount of energy consumers
on both sides of the border use. Other
key elements include a large-scale program to develop clean energy sources
and efforts to enhance the ability of
market forces to foster greater efficiencies in the production, distribution, and
use of energy.
From political divides to economic barriers, much remains to be analyzed on
the advancement of competitive markets and the strengthening of integrated
energy infrastructure in Canada and
North America. The Fraser Institute’s
new Centre for Energy Policy Studies
will study energy policy issues in Canada, the rest of North America, and
around the globe. The Centre’s research
on energy sources will generally focus
on oil, natural gas, and electricity markets.
Its research agenda will focus mainly on
the Alberta and Ontario energy markets
and how policy there may be able to
benefit from experiences in other jurisdictions. Centre staff have identified a
number of possible research areas,
including the potential for energy conservation and demand-side management programs to encourage consumers
to lower their electricity use; an electricity supply strategy for Ontario; a number of important oil sands development
issues; and a framework for continental
energy policy. Look for the reports culminating from this work in the new year.

Reference
Wood, Pat, III (2006). Creating Open Borders
for Energy. Presentation given at The Fraser Institute’s Centre for Energy Policy
Studies gala, October 10, 2006. &
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Fiscal Balance,
the GST, and
Decentralization

R

by Jason Clemens,
Niels Veldhuis &
Milagros Palacios

eaders of Fraser Forum will
know that the authors have long
argued for substantive tax relief aimed
primarily at improving incentives for
work, savings, investment, and entrepreneurship (Clemens et al., 2006b). They
will further know that we were not enamoured of the federal government’s decision to reduce the GST. However, the
reduction in the federal GST rate has
opened the opportunity for fundamental decentralization based on greater use
of the GST, which would simultaneously improve the country’s tax system. A recent study by the authors,
which is the first chapter of a forthcoming book examining fiscal transfers and
equalization, outlines a plan by which
the federal government can actually use
its decision to reduce the GST to fundamentally deal with these two important
issues: tax efficiency and fiscal balance.
This article summarizes the three recommendations in our study Fiscal Balance,
the GST, and Decentralization: An Opportunity for Reform.

Reducing federal
spending and taxes
The study’s first recommendation is
that the federal government eliminate
transfer payments to the provinces for
health and social programs, which are
expected to total $31.3 billion in the
2007-08 fiscal year (see also Harris and
Manning, 2005a, 2005b, and 2006). Specifically, the federal government should
eliminate the Canada Health Transfer
($22.5 billion in 2007-08) and the Canada Social Transfer ($8.8 billion in
2007-08).
The plan also recommends that the federal government concurrently reduce
taxes by the same amount ($31.3 billion). The current federal government
has already committed itself to a further
1-percentage point reduction in the
GST, which is estimated to cost approximately $5.2 billion (Department of
Finance, 2006, p. 65). That still allows
for over $26 billion (2007-08) in incentive-based tax relief, which should
include reductions in marginal personal
income tax rates for middle- and
upper-income earners, reductions in

corporate income tax rates, and the outright elimination of the capital gains tax
(for a more thorough discussion, see
Veldhuis and Clemens, 2006).

Increase provincial taxes
Reductions in both federal spending
and taxes mean there is an opportunity
for genuine and lasting decentralization
to the provinces. The final recommendation is for the provinces to increase
their own taxes to the extent required to
compensate for the loss of federal transfers for health and social programs.
Such decentralization would mean that
all provinces would be more responsible
for raising the revenues needed to provide these programs.1 It would also
mean less interference by Ottawa and
more flexibility for the provinces to
experiment with how best to provide
these programs.
The study strongly recommends that
the provinces increase their use of provincial sales taxes based on a GST model
rather than increasing other taxes such
as personal income taxes or business
taxes. This would mean that the four
provinces (Quebec, Nova Scotia, New
Brunswick, and Newfoundland) that
have an existing provincial GST would
have to increase their current rates. The
five provinces that maintain an independent provincial sales tax (BC, Saskatchewan, Manitoba, Ontario, and
PEI) would need to adopt a provincial
GST. Even Alberta, the lone sales tax
hold-out, should introduce a provincial GST.
Table 1 outlines the expected rates of
provincial GST needed to compensate

Jason Clemens (jasonc@fraserinstitute.ca), Niels Veldhuis (nielsv@fraserinstitute.ca),
and Milagros Palacios (milagrosp@fraserinstitute.ca) are economists with the Fiscal
Studies Department of The Fraser Institute and co-authors of Fiscal Balance, the GST
and Decentralization. This article is based on a commentary that appeared in the
National Post on October 24, 2006.
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for the loss of federal transfers. Note
that these rates do not include current
sales tax revenue. In other words, the
GST rates in the table would be in addition to existing sales tax rates.2 The provincial GST rates range from a low of 4.2
percent in Alberta to a high of 7.1 percent
in Newfoundland and Labrador.
The rates in the table are considered a
worst-case scenario since the greater flexibility afforded the provincial governments
coupled with more direct accountability
to citizens should force provincial governments to develop better and more cost
effective ways to deliver social programs.
This was certainly the case in the
mid-1990s with the decentralization of the
provision of welfare, which was reformed
under the previous Liberal government
(see Schafer et al., 2001).

Principal benefits
Two principal benefits arise from this
decentralization proposal. First, there
would be a marked change in the country’s tax mix. Canada would dramatically move away from its relatively
heavy reliance on economically damaging taxes, such as personal income and
business taxes, towards greater use of
more efficient consumption taxes such
as the GST. The overall tax burden
would not increase, but the mix of taxes
used would be altered.
Beyond this efficiency consideration,
this plan also addresses the competitive
concern that Canada is an outlier in the
industrialized world in terms of our
reliance on damaging personal income
and business taxes. Canadian governments collect 46 percent of their revenue in income and profit taxes
compared to an average of 34 percent
among industrialized countries. The
changes outlined in this plan would

Table 1: Expected Provincial
GST Rates Required to Compensate for the Loss of
CHT/CST Revenues
Province

Provincial GST
Rate (%)

outlined would provide benefits to all
Canadians through a better tax system
and greater flexibility for the provinces
to experiment and innovate in the delivery of social programs.

Newfoundland

7.1

Notes

PEI

6.7

1

Nova Scotia

6.7

This plan does not include eliminating the
equalization program.

New Brunswick

7.0

2

Quebec

6.4

Ontario

5.6

Manitoba

6.9

Saskatchewan

7.0

Alberta

4.2

BC

6.0

Source: Clemens et al., 2006a.

bring Canada more in line with our
competitors.
The second main benefit that will
emerge from this set of reforms is
meaningful decentralization from the
federal government to the provinces in
financing and delivering some of the
country’s most cherished social programs. The reforms would require the
provinces to both raise the necessary
revenues to pay for these programs and
be directly and solely responsible for
their performance. It would eliminate
the ambiguity that currently exists in
Canada in terms of what level of government is actually responsible for
health and social programs.

Conclusion
Canada has an opportunity to simultaneously deal with the current fiscal
imbalance between Ottawa and the
provinces while improving the country’s
tax system by introducing greater
accountability in program provision
through decentralization. The reforms

December

Provinces with independent sales taxes
(PST) should convert these to a GST similar
to the federal GST as part of the reform process. Harmonization would reduce compliance costs for business and individuals and,
more importantly, eliminate the sales tax
(PST) on business inputs.
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The Private Cost of
Public Queues in 2006

T

by Nadeem Esmail

his past October, The Fraser Institute released the sixteenth annual
measurement of waiting times for medically necessary treatments in Canada
(Esmail and Walker with Wrona, 2006).
This most recent measurement shows
that the national median waiting time
from appointment with a specialist to
treatment had fallen from 9.4 weeks in
2005 to 9.0 weeks in 2006. Put more simply, the impact of waiting times from
specialist to treatment on Canadians in
2006 was slightly less than it was in 2005.1

Of course the measurement of waiting
times, which quantifies the impact of
waiting for treatment by examining the
absolute delay Canadians must endure
in order to receive medically necessary
care, is only one way of looking at the
burden of waiting for health care. We
can also calculate the privately borne
cost of waiting: the value of time that is
lost to queues for treatment.2 It is entirely
possible that the value of time for Canadians has increased sufficiently to offset
the benefits that accrued from a shorter
wait time for treatment this year.

The privately borne cost
of waiting for care
One way of estimating the privately
borne cost of care in Canada was originally developed by Steven Globerman
and Lorna Hoye (1990).3 It estimates
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the amount of time that cannot be used
productively while waiting for treatment.
Globerman and Hoye’s methodology is
relatively simple: first, the number of
patients who are waiting for treatment is
multiplied by the wait times for those
treatments in order to derive an estimate of the number of weeks waited for
care in total. This value is then multiplied by a measure of the proportion of
time waiting for treatment that is rendered unproductive by the physical and
emotional impact of the untreated medical condition. The monetary value of
lost productive time is then estimated.
In 2006, an estimated 770,641 Canadians were waiting for care after an
appointment with a specialist (table 1).
These Canadians waited, on average, 9.0
weeks for treatment though those wait
times varied significantly when broken
down by province and medical specialty
(table 2). Multiplying the number of
Canadians waiting in each of the 12
medical specialties in each of the 10
provinces by the weighted median wait
time for that medical specialty in that
province gives a rough estimate of the
total amount of time that Canadians
waited for treatment in 2006; about 9.86
million weeks this year. Note that this
estimated total number of weeks waited

is less than the 10 million week estimate
for 2005 (Esmail, 2005a).
Globerman and Hoye’s original estimate for the cost of waiting used specialty-specific measures of the
proportion of patients who were “experiencing significant difficulty in carrying
on their work or daily duties as a result
of their medical condition” from
responses to a survey of physicians.
Their measures ranged from 14 percent
in gynaecology to 88 percent in cardiovascular surgery, and averaged 41 percent overall (Globerman and Hoye,
1990; Esmail and Walker with Wrona,
2006). However, as noted in a follow up
examination by this author for 2004, the
estimates of lost productivity employed
by Globerman and Hoye cannot necessarily be applied today because of
advances in the medical system’s ability
to deal with pain and discomfort
through pharmaceuticals. These
advances may allow many Canadians
who were suffering significant difficulties in 1990 to function at a higher level
today, or even maintain their normal
activity levels. For this reason, the 2004
measurement of the cost of waiting used
a Statistics Canada finding that 9.8 percent of people were adversely affected by
their wait in 2003 (Sanmartin et al.,
2004). The estimation produced for
2006 uses the same value, which is
below even the lowest specialty-specific
measure employed by Globerman and
Hoye (1990).4
An assumption that 9.8 percent of the
individuals waiting for treatment in
2006 were experiencing significant difficulties in their daily lives as a result of
their medical condition and thus losing

Nadeem Esmail (nadeeme@fraserinstitute.ca) has an MA in Economics
from the University of British Columbia. He is Director of Health System
Performance Studies at The Fraser Institute and is the co-author of the
annual Waiting Your Turn: Hospital Waiting Lists in Canada and
How Good is Canadian Health Care?
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Table 1: Estimated Number of Patients Waiting after Appointment with Specialist, by Specialty, 2005
BC

AB

SK

MB

ON

QC

Plastic Surgery

4,622

1,784

1,738

2,591

5,857

3,826

716

935

89

433

22,590

Gynaecology

3,526

3,053

1,334

891

9,168

4,788

841

920

120

498

25,140

Ophthalmology

10,776

4,963

9,248

2,577

33,606

62,599

1,331

3,509

247

529

129,385

Otolaryngology

4,106

1,952

4,482

701

9,424

4,234

1,082

782

342

591

27,696

General Surgery

7,113

4,927

4,849

2,454

21,988

18,078

783

2,347

157

1,252

63,947

Neurosurgery

1,236

612

254

160

2,631

2,664

586

246

—

120

8,508

Orthopaedic
Surgery

24,001

7,995

9,349

4,289

32,096

16,489

3,508

6,986

806

800

106,319

189

125

30

1

389

200

28

52

—

15

1,030

Urology

6,978

2,149

2,429

702

13,499

10,697

1,668

1,954

—

1,078

41,154

Internal Medicine

5,823

5,915

1,295

1,264

19,969

10,604

702

800

452

1,459

48,281

Radiation Oncology

—

40

26

—

109

148

14

—

—

3

340

Medical Oncology

76

62

—

—

619

361

42

65

4

116

1,345

43,400

25,018

22,984

11,261

99,851

63,468

7,790

13,852

1,360

5,923

294,908

111,846

58,593

58,018

26,890

249,207

198,157

19,089

32,448

3,576

12,816

770,641

Cardiovascular
Surgery

Residual
Total Waiting

NB

NS

PE

NL

Can

Source: Esmail and Walker with Wrona, 2006.

Table 2: Median Patient Wait for Treatment after Appointment with Specialist, by Specialty 2005 (weeks)
BC

AB

SK

QC

NB

NS

PE

NL

31.0

17.9

44.7

56.4

12.2

16.3

25.0

35.3

47.8

25.5

20.1

7.0

7.3

9.9

6.8

6.1

6.2

9.2

6.4

6.0

6.2

6.6

Ophthalmology

10.8

8.4

31.4

10.4

10.9

12.0

6.8

12.4

12.0

6.8

11.8

Otolaryngology

15.0

9.0

47.0

8.5

8.4

7.4

11.0

9.0

25.3

9.0

10.6

General Surgery

6.1

4.8

12.2

6.4

5.2

5.7

4.6

6.5

3.1

5.3

5.7

Neurosurgery

12.9

7.8

9.4

7.8

8.7

12.5

31.0

11.8

—

6.3

10.7

Orthopaedic
Surgery

36.6

18.6

55.6

26.5

17.5

20.7

26.0

49.6

43.5

12.8

24.2

Cardiovascular
Surgery (Urgent)

0.9

1.1

0.7

0.9

0.7

0.5

0.9

1.0

—

1.0

0.7

Urology

8.4

3.3

10.0

3.4

4.0

4.9

10.7

6.2

—

8.0

5.1

Internal Medicine

7.7

10.0

4.9

5.5

6.9

5.2

11.0

3.6

14.7

12.0

6.7

Radiation Oncology

—

4.1

4.7

—

2.9

3.7

2.1

—

—

5.0

3.4

Medical Oncology

1.9

2.9

—

—

2.1

1.8

2.0

4.8

2.0

3.4

2.1

Weighted Median

11.9

7.8

20.1

10.3

7.5

8.3

11.1

11.3

14.0

8.1

9.0

Plastic Surgery
Gynaecology

MB

ON

Can

Source: Esmail and Walker with Wrona, 2006.
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Table 3: Average of Average Hourly and Weekly Wagesa, by Province, January to October 2006
BC

AB

SK

MB

ON

QC

NB

NS

PE

NL

Can

Nominal Average
Hourly Wage

$19.80

$21.02

$18.01

$17.48

$20.62

$18.85

$16.15

$16.60

$15.37

$16.62

$19.67

Nominal Average
Weekly Wage

$723.28

$810.58

$673.44

$640.18

$766.84

$672.37

$608.49

$616.55

$577.41

$643.62

$726.63

aThe wages reported here are earned wages or salaries including tips, commissions, and bonuses before taxes and other deductions.

Source: Statistics Canada’s CANSIM database; calculations by author.

the pain and suffering that accompany
any wait for treatment. Multiplying this
lost time by an estimate of the average
weekly wage of Canadians in 20065
(given in table 3), which provides an
estimate of the value of lost time for the

time for treatment in each specialty/province combination, this is
mathematically equivalent to assuming
that 9.8 percent of the productivity of all
Canadians waiting for care was lost to a
combination of the mental anguish, and

productivity while waiting for treatment
gives an estimate of nearly 966,000
weeks of time that was “lost” while waiting for treatment. Note that since this
estimate is based on the assumption that
all individuals are facing the same wait

Table 4: Calculated Cost of Waiting for Medically Necessary Health Services, by Province and Specialty,
from Specialist Appointment to Treatment, 2006 ($ Thousands)
BC
Plastic Surgery

AB

SK

MB

ON

QC

NB

NS

PE

NL

Can

$10,155

$2,531

$5,127

$9,162

$5,378

$4,102

$1,068

$1,997

$240

$695

$40,456

Gynaecology

$1,750

$1,759

$876

$379

$4,186

$1,960

$461

$355

$41

$196

$11,962

Ophthalmology

$8,241

$3,299

$19,162

$1,681

$27,600

$49,466

$540

$2,630

$168

$227 $113,015

Otolaryngology

$4,358

$1,389

$13,910

$373

$5,961

$2,072

$707

$424

$489

$336

$30,017

General Surgery

$3,065

$1,875

$3,904

$979

$8,566

$6,787

$217

$925

$27

$422

$26,766

Neurosurgery

$1,132

$379

$157

$78

$1,716

$2,198

$1,083

$175

N/A

$47

$6,966

Orthopaedic
Surgery

$62,325

$11,838

$34,308

$7,117

$42,306

$22,492

$5,444

$20,927

$1,981

$12

$11

$1

$0

$22

$6

$2

$3

N/A

$1

$58

Urology

$4,164

$556

$1,608

$149

$4,087

$3,421

$1,069

$728

N/A

$545

$16,326

Internal
Medicine

$3,183

$4,702

$421

$436

$10,283

$3,600

$460

$175

$377

$1,104

$24,742

Radiation
Oncology

N/A

$13

$8

N/A

$24

$36

$2

N/A

N/A

$1

$84

Medical
Oncology

$10

$14

N/A

N/A

$99

$42

$5

$19

$0

$25

$215

$36,702

$15,475

$30,485

$7,281

$56,187

$34,827

$5,153

$9,473

$1,076

$3,011 $199,669

$27,636 $166,414 $131,011

$16,209

$37,829

$4,399

$7,258 $679,660

Cardiovascular
Surgery

Residual (Using
Est. Mean Data)*
Total Cost

$135,097

$43,840 $109,968

$647 $209,385

Note: N/A means that no wait time data was available for this specialty in this province in 2006.
*The “residual” is a count of the number of non-emergency procedures for which people are waiting in Canada that are not included in The
Fraser Institute’s survey. The wait time used for calculation of the residual is each province’s weighted median wait time for all procedures and
specialties included in Waiting Your Turn.
Sources: Esmail and Walker with Wrona, 2006; and Statistics Canada’s CANSIM database. Calculations by author.
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individual,6 gives an estimate of the cost
of the productive time that was lost due
to queuing for medically necessary
treatment in 2006 (table 4).
In total, the estimated cost of waiting
for care in Canada for patients who
were in the queue in 2006, according to
calculations based on the methodology
produced by Globerman and Hoye
(1990), was slightly less than $680 million. That cost works out to an average
of about $882 for each of the estimated
770,641 Canadians waiting for treatment in 2006, or to roughly $8,999 for
each of those individuals who is among
the 9.8 percent of patients in the queue
suffering considerable hardships while
waiting for care.7
Of course, this number is a conservative
estimate of the private cost of waiting
for care in Canada. This value assumes
that only those hours during the average
work week should be counted as lost,
placing no intrinsic value on the time
individuals are waiting in a reduced
capacity outside of the working week.
Valuing all hours of the week, including
evenings and weekends but not 8 hours
of sleep per night, at the average hourly
wage (given in table 3), would increase
the estimated cost of waiting to approximately $2.06 billion, or about $2,678
per person.
It should also be noted that this estimate
counts only those costs that are borne
by the individual waiting for treatment.
Costs of care provided by family members (in terms of time spent caring for
someone who is waiting for treatment),
or lost productivity due to difficulty or
mental anguish on their part are not
valued in this estimate.8 Neither are the
non-monetary medical costs such as
increased risk of mortality or adverse
events that result directly from long
delays for treatment (Esmail and Walker
with Wrona, 2006).

For comparison, the estimated private
cost of queuing for treatment in 2005,
adjusted for inflation,9 was about $687
million in total or roughly $878 per
patient. Including a valuation of the
hours lost outside of the work week
increased the 2005 estimate to $2.09 billion or about $2,664 per individual after
adjusting for inflation. Comparing these

The private costs
of waiting for
health care are
not counted by
the bureaucrats
who force the
long wait times
on everyone.
estimates to the 2006 estimates suggests
a deterioration in the cost of waiting of
roughly $4 per Canadian in the queue if
only working hours are valued, or a
deterioration of roughly $14 if all nonsleeping hours are valued. In summary,
while the wait time for treatment after
seeing a specialist has improved in 2006,
the privately borne cost of enduring that
wait time has remained largely
unchanged.

Conclusion

port their families is diminished by physical and psychological pain and suffering.
In addition, friends and family may be
asked to help those waiting for treatment, or may suffer similar reductions
in their productive lives because of their
own psychological pain.
In 2006, the estimated 770,641 Canadians who were waiting for treatment
endured an estimated private cost of at
least $680 million, if not substantially
more, in lost productivity/leisure time.
Despite an improvement in the wait
time for treatment, that cost was largely
unchanged from that in 2005.
More important than the relative costs
of waiting for treatment, however, is the
fact that these costs are not counted by
the bureaucrats who force the long wait
times on everyone. And since this lost
time is “free” to the provincial health
ministries who administer the health
care program and the provincial governments who fund it while the costs of
providing additional treatments and/or
reductions in waiting times are not,
patients’ time is used profligately, as
most “free” goods are.
Interestingly, when the costs of queuing
for care are partially reimbursed by government agencies like Worker’s Compensation Boards, these costs are quickly
accounted for, and are replaced with
private surgeries provided in Canada
when it is economically efficient to do so.

Notes
1

The rationing of health care in Canada
through queues for medically necessary
health services imposes direct costs on
those waiting for care. For the individuals concerned, the ability to enjoy both
leisure time and earn an income to supDecember

This improvement in the national median
wait time from specialist to treatment was
more than offset by a deterioration in the
wait to see a specialist. Overall, the national
median wait time from general practitioner
to treatment in Canada increased from 17.7
weeks in 2005 to 17.8 weeks in 2006. Since
the calculation of the cost of waiting does
not include the first wait (GP to specialist),
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this wait time is not discussed in the body of
the article.
2

A brief review of the literature on the privately borne cost of waiting for care in Canada and the United Kingdom is available in
Esmail and Walker with Wrona, 2006. The
most recent estimate of the privately borne
costs of queuing for care in Canada was published for wait times in 2005 (Esmail,
2005a). The analysis in this article reproduces the calculations undertaken in Esmail,
2005a and 2005b with the most recent wait
times and wage/salary estimates available.

3

Globerman and Hoye employed this methodology in 1990 to develop an estimate of
the cost of waiting for medically necessary
treatment in the first measurement of waiting times in Canada published by The Fraser
Institute. Follow-up examinations of the privately borne cost of queuing in 2004 and 2005
also employed this methodology (Esmail,
2005a, 2005b).
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4

The Statistics Canada measure is based on
the percentage of survey respondents who
reported that “waiting for care affected their
lives.” Globerman and Hoye’s estimate measures the number of patients who “experienced significant difficulty carrying on their
work or daily duties as a result of their medical condition.” Notably, only 13 percent of
those who reported being affected by their
wait in the Statistics Canada measure
reported a loss of income, while 14 percent
of the 9.8 percent experienced loss of work.
At the same time, 60 percent of the 9.8 percent experienced worry, anxiety, and stress;
51 percent of the 9.8 percent experienced
pain; and 31 percent of the 9.8 percent experienced problems with activities of daily living (Sanmartin et al., 2004). It is important
to note that the methodology employed for
the 2004, 2005, and 2006 estimates of the
private cost of queuing attempts to measure
much more than just lost work or lost
income. Rather, it estimates lost productivity
in total, including lost on-the-job productivity, lost enjoyment of life, inability to play

sports, etc. In other words, the private cost
of waiting for care estimated in 2004, 2005,
and 2006 values the percentage of the time
spent waiting for care by Canadians during
which these individuals are unable to participate fully in their lives. Also, the estimates
produced for 2006, 2005 and 2004 do not
necessarily assume that 9.8 percent of individuals are losing all of their productivity
while 90.2 percent are completely unaffected. Rather, the estimates are constructed
in such a way that the lost productivity can
be 100 percent for 9.8 percent of patients, or
9.8 percent for 100 percent of patients, or
any combination thereof.
5

At the time of writing, wage data for
November and December were not available
from Statistics Canada. The average of
monthly average wages (weekly and hourly)
for the first ten months of the year was used
to estimate the average wage for the year.
6

Though extending this value of time to all
individuals may seem questionable, given
that some children and retired seniors will
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be included in the number of patients in the
queue, one need only understand that the
lost leisure or ability to concentrate suffered
by these individuals must have some positive
value. Since most seniors are enjoying
increasing opportunities to seek at least part
time employment in the service sector, their
labour/leisure tradeoff will be such that the
last unit of leisure enjoyed by a senior citizen
is equal in value to the last unit of work that
is undertaken. Seniors who do not choose to
work are clearly placing a higher value on
their leisure time than the labour market will
offer for their labour. For children, the value
of their leisure (which can potentially be
viewed as time for personal growth) or productivity at school (which can be viewed as
an investment for the future) is assumed to
be, for simplicity, not significantly different
from that of a working adult.
7

Globerman and Hoye estimated the cost of
queuing for medically necessary care to be
about $2,900 per patient in 1989.
8

Notably, the Statistics Canada survey found
that 20.2 percent of the 9.8 percent of Canadians whose wait times affected their lives
reported increased dependence on family or
friends (Sanmartin et al., 2004).
9

Since data for the full year were not available at the time of writing, the average of the
monthly Consumer Price Index for the first
9 months of 2006 has been used to estimate
the price index for the year.
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Research Alert
Balanced Budget Rules
Do Fiscal Rules Dampen the Political Business Cycle? Shanna Rose
(2006). Public Choice 128: 407-431
This study examines whether fiscal rules
imposed on governments (balanced
budget rules) reduce the ability of
re-election minded incumbents to
increase spending in election years and
defer the associated tax increases
(known in the literature as political
business cycles). Approximately half of
the US states have “stringent” balanced
budget rules that do not permit governments to carry deficits forward. Using
data from American states between 1974
and 1999, the author finds that “political business cycles” are negligible in
states that both prohibit deficits to be
carried forward and have borrowing
restrictions. Neither term limits nor the
partisan composition of government
were found to impact the magnitude of
political business cycles.
—Niels Veldhuis and Jason Clemens

Taxation
“Dynamic Scoring: A Back-of-theEnvelope Guide.” N. Gregory
Mankiw and Matthew Weinzierl
(2006). Journal of Public Economics
90, 8-9: 1415-1433
This study by Harvard economists
Gregory Mankiw and Matthew
December

Weinzierl calculates the degree to which
specific tax cuts finance themselves.
Typically, estimates of revenue changes
resulting from tax reductions do not
incorporate the impacts these changes
have on economic performance—otherwise known as “dynamic” impacts.
Mankiw and Weinzierl incorporate
these dynamic impacts, which significantly improve the accuracy of estimated changes in government revenue.
The authors find that tax cuts are at
least partly self-financing. This is especially true for cuts in capital taxes. The
authors estimate that a cut to capital
taxes is 13 percent self-financing after
only one year, and 50 percent selffinancing in the long-run.
—Keith Godin

Entrepreneurship
“Public Policy and the Creation of
Active Venture Capital Markets.”
Marco Da Rin, Giovanna Nicodano,
and Alessandro Sembenelli (2006).
Journal of Public Economics 90:
1699-1723
This study examines the impact a number of government policies have on new
ventures (start-up businesses) in 14
European countries from 1988 to 2001.
The authors use two measures to determine whether policies are successful: the
proportion of high-technology investments to total venture investments
(high-tech ratio) and the proportion of
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early-stage investments to total venture
investments (early-stage ratio).
While typical government policies for
venture capital involve attempts to
increase the supply of funds, the authors
find no evidence that a greater supply of
funding is needed. The authors find that
three policies work well to increase the
proportion of high-tech and early-stage
ventures: 1) opening a new venture stock
market, 2) reducing the capital gains tax
and, 3) reducing labour regulation.
—Keith Godin

Minimum Wage
“Minimum Wage.” (2006) Perspectives on Labour and Income 7, 9
(September). Statistics Canada Catalogue No. 75-001-XIE. Pp. 12-17
The proportion of people working for
minimum wage in Canada and the characteristics of those workers is the focus of
this study, which uses 2005 Statistics
Canada data. An estimated 4.3 percent of
the total number of employees in Canada
worked at or below the minimum wage
in 2005, slightly less than in 2004 (4.7%).
Among the provinces, Newfoundland
and Labrador registered the highest proportion of employees (6.8%) working at
or below minimum wage. Comparatively, Alberta had the lowest proportion
of employees working at or below its
minimum wage (1.5%).
The paper finds that the vast majority
(60%) of minimum-wage workers are
women and young (60% of minimum-wage workers were under 25).
Further, almost 60 percent of the minimum-wage workers lived at home with
their parents. In addition, most of these
earners worked part-time and had been
in their current job for a year or less.
—Milagros Palacios &
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Race-based Fishing a
Policy Decision, Not One
Required by the Courts

I

by Mark Milke

f the public needs an example of
how civil servants can create policy
conundrums that even a prime minister
can have difficulty undoing, consider
the plight of West Coast commercial
fishermen (and women) on the Fraser
River.
Since 1992, the Department of Fisheries
and Oceans (DFO) has divided up the
commercial catch on British Columbia’s
Fraser River by bloodline. Non-native
fishermen (and some native fishermen
who belong to a native band without a
DFO-granted share) must remain on
the dock while selected native fishermen
drop their nets in the water.

This past July, in response to my column in the Calgary Herald which
alleged the federal government under
Prime Minister Stephen Harper was de
facto endorsing the continuance of
race-based fisheries, the prime minister
wrote the Herald to state: “Let me also
be clear, in the coming months, we will
strike a judicial inquiry into the collapse
of the Fraser River salmon fishery and
oppose racially divided fisheries programs” (Harper, 2006).

Mark Milke is author of A Nation of
Serfs? How Canada’s Political Culture
Corrupts Canadian Values.

Some argue the 1992 policy was the
result of two court decisions, the first
being a 1990 Supreme Court decision,
(R. v. Sparrow, 1990). In reality, the
judges in Sparrow expressly left commercial fisheries for another time and
another case. As the Library of Parliament (1996) notes: “In Sparrow, the
Supreme Court refused to examine the
question of an aboriginal right to fish
for commercial purposes.”
Also, as evidence that Department of
Oceans and Fisheries policies have been
driven by politics and not legal or constitutional necessity, consider the testimony from then-Minister of Fisheries
and Oceans, John Crosbie, in May 1993.
In testimony before the Standing Committee on Forestry and Fisheries and in
reference to segregated fishing in 1992,
then an experimental pilot project,
Crosbie noted the following:
With respect to these experiments,
the three experiments with reference to the sale of fish, they are not
dictated by the Sparrow case. We
are not saying that we have to do
this because of Sparrow. We’re doing this because we think it’s the
best public policy, because we
know for years and years in British
Columbia and elsewhere there’s
been poaching of fish. We call it
poaching. The aboriginals say they

Native

Fishery

have a right to it. The aboriginals
have been taking fish and selling
fish illegally in great quantities.

between’ and ‘incidental’ to potlatches
and ceremonies, they did not constitute
an aboriginal right to sell fish.”

We are trying to avoid that by getting so that we know and agree
with the aboriginals, and on an experimental basis, how much fish
they can take and sell, and we can
regulate how it’s being sold. We
know exactly how much fish is being handled that way, it’s an experiment to see whether this is a
better way to do it because we
don’t want the BC fishing industry
wrecked by years of litigation as we
try to prosecute Indians, with confrontation and possible bloodshed
that might ensue because the
aboriginals believe they have a
right to take and sell the fish.
Many others don’t think they do.
(Crosbie, 1993)

Also, in R. v. Gladstone (1996), the
Court found an historic commercial
right to harvest herring-spawn-on-kelp
for one band. That decision did not
extend a right to commercially harvest
salmon on the Fraser River.

The other court case occasionally referenced by supporters of DFO policy on
race-based commercial fishing is a 1991
BC Supreme Court Decision (R. v. Van
der Peet, 1991). That was a reversal of
the initial trial court decision which
convicted a Sto:lo woman of selling 10
fish. However, by 1993, the BC Court of
Appeal agreed with the trial court judge
and reinstated the conviction (and thus
overturned the BC Supreme Court decision). By 1996, the Supreme Court of
Canada in its own Van der Peet decision
upheld the initial trial judge’s conviction of the appellant on the grounds
that the Sto:lo’s aboriginal right to fish
for food and ceremonial purposes did
not include the right to exchange fish
for money or other goods (Library of
Parliament, 1996).
In another 1996 case (R. v. Smokehouse,
1996), the Library of Parliament (1996)
notes: “Once again, the majority
endorsed the trial judge’s conclusions;
these were that since sales of fish (preEuropean contact) were ‘few and far

Instead and in general, the claim to a
commercial right turns on matters of
fact, such as whether a commercial harvest existed before European contact.
That will likely never happen as regards
the Fraser River because, as the Supreme
Court noted in Van der Peet “A market
as such for salmon was not present but
created by European traders, primarily
the Hudson’s Bay Company.” At the
time, the court also noted, the Sto:lo had
no access to salt for food preservation.
By 2006, a case initiated by West coast
commercial fishermen (who argued that
DFO’s native-only quotas were unconstitutional) was ruled upon by the BC
Supreme Court and BC Court of
Appeal. In R. v. Kapp (2006), the BC
Supreme Court and BC Court of Appeal
did not agree that such quotas were
unconstitutional. Kapp et al. have now
appealed to the Supreme Court of Canada. However, it is critical to understand
what the BC courts did not say. The
courts did not mandate commercial fishing privileges based on racial bloodlines.
That governments may enact quotas is
not the same as ruling that governments
must enact quotas based on race.
Given that the Supreme Court already
made it clear in 1996 there is no aboriginal right to a commercial fishery, and
even if it agrees with lower courts that
quotas are allowed, the issue of racebased fishing will remain in the public
policy arena as an issue for politicians,
civil servants, and the public to decide.
December

So far, the policy responses have been
contradictory and confused. As noted,
the prime minister promised in July to
end race-based fishing. Even Indian
Affairs Minister Jim Prentice then
quickly reaffirmed Harper’s promise
with his own mid-July statement that
the Conservative government was “not
supportive of a racially segregated fishery. We are supportive of a policy of
equality of access to the commercial
fishery” (Bridge, 2006).
But then the contradiction occurred. In
October, Mr. Prentice, on behalf of the
Conservative government and along
with the government of British Columbia, signed a treaty with the Lheidli
T’enneh band (near Prince George).
There, a side agreement provides for a
Lheidli T’enneh-only share of the commercial harvest for upper Fraser sockeye
salmon.
That this is a reversal of the prime minister’s and Mr. Prentice’s own July statements is clear from the agreement’s
fishing fact sheet, which notes the “harvest agreement provides Lheidli T’enneh
with a ‘defined share’ of the Canadian
Commercial Total Allowable Catch for
Upper Fraser sockeye” (Indian and
Northern Affairs Canada, 2006).
In defence, the Indian Affairs Minister
has claimed, “This is not a fishery on the
Fraser River that we’re proposing that is
racially segregated. It is quota-segregated, if you will, or harvest allotmentsegregated” (O’Neill, 2006).
Defenders might argue that it does not
represent a reversal of the prime minister’s policy to end commercial fishing
rights based on bloodlines. As the agreement’s own fishing fact sheet clearly
states, “it and its management would be
integrated within the general commercial fishery” (Indian and Northern
Affairs Canada, 2006).
2006/ January 2007
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However, that the management of the
guaranteed share of the commercial
harvest is integrated is irrelevant. The
problem—the reversal of the HarperPrentice policy to not allow race-based
fishing—exists in the guaranteed Lheidli
T’enneh share, not in who manages that
share. As of this writing, it is not clear
whether the prime minister has reversed
his July policy pronouncement on ending race-based fisheries, or whether his
Indian Affairs Minister has “freelanced”
on public policy.
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A 1.6 Trillion Dollar
Fiscal Hole

C

by Niels Veldhuis &
Milagros Palacios

anadian governments have
amassed huge financial obligations that can’t be met with current
tax rates. As a result, young Canadians
and future taxpayers are on the hook for
the over-promises governments have
made in the form of public pensions
and medical services. We estimate that
the unfunded liabilities of these government programs amount to a $1.6 trillion fiscal hole or $102,168 per
Canadian taxpayer.
Unfunded liabilities are commitments
that current and past generations have
made that a future generation will end
up paying for. When a government program promises to provide certain benefits for a specific period, but lacks the
necessary resources to do so, the program
is said to have an unfunded liability.
Consider the Old Age Security (OAS)
program, the “cornerstone” of Canada’s
retirement income system. Old Age
Security pensions are available to all
Canadian citizens and legal residents 65
years of age and over, providing they
have lived in Canada for a minimum of
10 years of their adult lives.
Current Old Age Security benefits
(including the Guaranteed Income Supplement and Survivors Allowance) are
paid for out of current federal tax revenue.

In 2005, these benefits accounted for 16.3
percent of total federal program spending, up from 13.1 percent 20 years ago.
At their inception, programs like OAS
were based on the assumption that the
demographics prevailing in the 1960s
would persist. It was considered favourable social and economic policy to transfer a small amount of money from a large
group of younger workers to benefit a
small group of relatively poor retirees.
Unfortunately, those demographic
assumptions have proven false. In 1956,
only 7.7 percent of Canadians were over
65 years old. That proportion increased
to 13.3 per cent in 2006 and is expected
to rise to 24.9 per cent by 2050
(Palacios and Veldhuis, 2006).
This change in Canada’s demographic
makeup has and will continue to
increase the portion of federal revenues
needed to fund OAS benefits. We estimate that the difference between the
stream of promised benefits and the
expected future stream of revenues—
the OAS program’s unfunded liability—currently stands at $470 billion.
Canada’s Medicare obligations suffer
the same ills. In 2005/06, Medicare consumed 19.3 percent of total federal, proNiels Veldhuis (nielsv@fraserinstitute.ca), and Milagros Palacios
(milagrosp@fraserinstitute.ca) are
economists with The Fraser Institute’s
Fiscal Studies Department.
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vincial, and local government revenue.
Given that those over 65 years old
account for approximately 44 percent of
all health spending, and the fact that the
proportion of the population over 65
years old will increase dramatically, the
portion of revenue currently used to
fund Medicare will not be sufficient to
deliver future medical expenses. As
such, Medicare’s unfunded liability
stands at $555 billion.
Adding the unfunded liabilities of the
Old Age Security program and Medicare
to that of the Canada & Quebec Pension
Plans ($599 billion) puts total Canadian
unfunded liabilities at $1.6 trillion. Further, these unfunded liabilities have
increased by nearly 20 percent over the
most recent five years for which data is
available (1999-2003).
To put these unfunded liabilities in context, the current direct debt of the federal, provincial and local governments
stands at $798 million (Palacios and
Veldhuis, 2006). In other words, Canada’s unfunded liabilities are over twice
the total direct debt held by all levels of
government.
Given the magnitude of these unfunded
liabilities, Canadians are faced with a difficult choice. Either the level of service and
benefits will have to decrease or tomorrow’s taxpayers must pay higher taxes.
As a first step, Canadian governments
must acknowledge their total liabilities
and determine the revenues these existing programs will require over the next
50 years. Canadian governments must also
justify any new spending in light of the fact
that we do not know how we are going to
pay for the programs to which we have
already committed.
Further, fundamental reform of government programs such as Medicare and
continued on page 31

An Effective Poverty
Alleviation Organization

B

by Michael Strong

etween 1990 and 2002 more
than 174 million people escaped poverty in China, about 1.2 million per month (Asian Development
Bank, 2004, table 15). With an estimated $23 billion in Chinese exports in
2005 (out of a total of $713 billion in
manufacturing exports) (McClenahan,
2006), Wal-Mart might well be single-handedly responsible for bringing
about 38,000 people out of poverty in
China each month, about 460,000 per
year (China Daily, 2004).1

There are estimates that 70 percent of
Wal-Mart’s products are made in China
(China Daily, 2004). One writer vividly
suggests that “One way to think of
Wal-Mart is as a vast pipeline that gives
non-US companies direct access to the
American market” (Fishman, 2003).
Even without considering the $263 billion in consumer savings that Wal-Mart
provides for low-income Americans, or
the millions lifted out of poverty by
Wal-Mart in other developing nations,
it is unlikely that there is any single
organization on the planet that alleviates
poverty so effectively for so many people
(Global Insight, 2005). Moreover, insofar
as China’s rapid manufacturing growth
has been associated with a decline in its
status as a global arms dealer, Wal-Mart

has also done more than its share in
contributing to global peace.2
How can this be, given the vast and
growing literature documenting
Wal-Mart’s faults? We have seen workers in the factories of Wal-Mart’s suppliers complain on tape about being
forced to work long hours under terrible conditions. Certainly no one should
be forced at any workplace. And yet
even articles documenting Wal-Mart’s
faults often mention other facts that
ought to be considered before coming
to too quick a judgment concerning the
overall impact of the corporation. In a
Washington Post story titled “Chinese
Workers Pay for Wal-Mart’s Low
Prices,” documenting abuses of workers
at Wal-Mart suppliers in China, the
authors point out that
China is the most populous country, with 1.3 billion people, most
still poor enough to willingly move
hundreds of miles from home for
jobs that would be shunned by
anyone with better prospects.
If we care about alleviating global poverty we need to take this fact seriously.
Without Wal-Mart, about half a million of these people each year would be
stuck in rural poverty that is, for most
of them, far worse than sweatshop
labour.

Michael Strong is Co-Founder and Board Member of Flow, an organization that has as
its mission to create sustainable peace, prosperity, and happiness for all by liberating the
entrepreneurial spirit for good. He is the author of The Habit of Thought: From Socratic
Seminars to Socratic Practice. This article is copyright FLOW, Inc., 2006 and is
reprinted here with permission.
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D. Gale Johnson, an economist who
studied regional inequality within
China, described the enormous disparity between urban and rural workers as
“the great injustice” (Lin, Wang, and
Zhao, 2003, p. 2). Urban workers earn
about 2.5 times as much as rural workers (Lin, Wang, and Zhao, 2003, p. 5).
Even after counting the higher cost of living in urban areas, urban workers make
about twice as much.3 Not surprisingly,
massive numbers of people are moving
to the city to work in factories. In 1990,
71 percent of China’s labor force was in
agriculture; by 2000, that percentage
had dropped to 63 percent: this great
migration represents roughly 100 million people leaving rural areas to earn,
on average, twice as much as they had
on the farm (Lin, Wang, and Zhao,
2003, p. 6).
Other than economic growth there is no
way to double the salaries of 100 million
people (and growing). After the 2004
Asian tsunami, more than one-third of
Americans gave more than $400 million
in charitable aid, an extraordinary outburst of giving by any standard. And
yet there are more than 630 million
rural Chinese remaining, many of
whom are living on less than a dollar
per day. While each would welcome a
charitable dollar if we could get it to
them, that charitable dollar, representing one good day’s worth of income,
would not do them nearly as much
good as would a job in the city paying
twice as much day in, day out. Charity
cannot take place on an adequate scale
to solve global poverty.
Despite debt cancellation advocate
Jeffrey Sachs’ enthusiasm for foreign
aid, former World Bank economist William Easterly makes a compelling case
that government-to-government aid
damages economies as often as it helps
them (Easterly, 2006). Does anyone
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think the World Bank raises more people out of poverty than does Wal-Mart?
What about social entrepreneurship?
Ashoka, the highly regarded social
entrepreneurship organization certified
as among the “Best in America” charities, highlights among its hundreds of
projects a worker’s cooperative in Brazil
that is growing rapidly:
Each member contracts individually with Coopa-Roca, but the collective meets weekly. Membership
in the cooperative grew from eight
members in 1982 to 16 in 2000,
and has surged to 70 steady members today. (Walbran, 2002)
It is heroic to raise one person up out of
poverty each month, but merely a statistic to raise a million up.4
Grameen Bank, the granddaddy of the
social entrepreneurship movement, has
now served 5 million borrowers. Over a
period of 25 years, their five million
served is thus of the same order of magnitude as the five million or so brought
out of poverty by Wal-Mart in the last
15 years. Micro-finance has become a
hit with global development experts
because it is the only poverty alleviation
initiative, other than economic growth,
that appears to be scalable.
That said, there is a thatched-ceiling to
poverty alleviation through microfinance.5 It may well be the case that the
vast majority of Grameen Bank
micro-entrepreneurs experience considerably greater pride and happiness in
their work than do the factory workers
hired by Wal-Mart suppliers. But most
of these micro-entrepreneurs, who borrow less than $100 each and then repay
the loan, do not experience as large an
increase in standard of living as do those
rural Chinese who move to urban areas
and thereby earn an extra $1 or so per
day, $365 or so dollars per year. Poor

rural micro-entrepreneurs selling eggs
to other poor rural peasants simply do
not have access to the vast pipeline of
wealth from the developed world.
Moreover, most of the sweatshop workers in Japan in the 1950s and 60s, as well
as most of the sweatshop workers in
Taiwan and South Korea in the 1970s
and 80s, are now middle class retirees in
developed nations. Likewise, most of the
“underpaid” Chinese workers of today
will retire in a state of comfort and luxury unimaginable to them in their rural
youth, as average Chinese wages will
gradually rise just as they have risen in
every other nation that has experienced
long-term economic growth. At present
rates of economic growth, China will
reach a US standard of living in 2031.
Paul Krugman, one of the most aggressively left-liberal economists writing
today, understands how economic
growth helps the poor:
These improvements... [are] the
indirect and unintended result of
the actions of soulless multinationals and rapacious local entrepreneurs, whose only concern was
to take advantage of the profit opportunities offered by cheap labour. It is not an edifying
spectacle; but no matter how base
the motives of those involved, the
result has been to move hundreds
of millions of people from abject
poverty to something still awful
but nonetheless significantly
better. (Krugman, 1997)
The Nobel laureate economist Robert
Lucas once said, “Once you start thinking about economic growth, it is hard to
think about anything else.” Non-economists, especially those associated with
the environmental movement, regard
this as evidence that economics is a
form of brain damage, a cancer on our
earth. But rural Chinese peasants surviv-
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ing on less than a dollar per day do not
regard economic growth, or Wal-Mart
factory jobs, as a cancer. When a Mongolian student at a US workshop on
globalization heard US college students
denounce sweatshops, he shouted,
“Please give us your sweatshops!”
An unreflective passion for social justice
may be one of the biggest obstacles to
creating peace and prosperity in the 21st
century. While there are most certainly
factory owners in China whom we
would rightly regard as criminal in their
treatment of their workers, it is very
important not to confuse these incidents with the phenomenon of globalization. It is a good thing that Wal-Mart
is encouraging more humane standards
in its suppliers’ factories. And yet it is
also important to remember that
Wal-Mart’s “vast pipeline that gives
non-US companies direct access to the
American market” is a vast pipeline of
prosperity for the hundreds of millions
of rural Chinese whose lives are more
difficult than we can imagine.
Act locally, think globally: Shop
Wal-Mart.

Notes
1

McClenahan, 2006 for total numbers;
Wal-Mart figure extrapolated from China
Daily, 2004.
2

In 1990 China was the third-largest arms
dealer on earth. Now it is a relatively minor
player in the global arms trade. Had Russia
likewise experienced such growth, rogue
states and warlords would not be so wellarmed (Nuclear Threat Initiative, 2003).
3

5

Indeed, in Despite Good Intentions, Thomas
Dichter has credibly argued that microfinance has done more harm than good.
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A 1.6 Trillion Dollar Fiscal Hole
continued from page 29

OAS is required to reduce the future burden of these government programs. Greater
use of the private sector is one way governments can slow increases in health spending and reduce the unfunded liability of the Medicare system. Canadians must
rethink the structure of “pay-as-you-go” systems where current contributions
finance current benefits. A more prudent approach would be to accumulate funds in
individual accounts for future payment.
Our hope is that the massive fiscal hole created by the unfunded liabilities of government programs begins to receive the same attention as Canada’s debt. Public awareness of the debt helped force federal and provincial governments to essentially stop
using deficit financing and to begin to decrease Canada’s debt burden. Unless action
is taken to reduce Canada’s unfunded liabilities, young Canadians will be hit with a
very significant future tax bill.

Ravallion and Chen (2004, p. 8) calculate a 41
percent higher cost of living in urban areas.
4

Consistent with this perspective, in May
2005 an Ashoka social entrepreneurship
contest on how to reduce human trafficking
openly refused to consider proposals that
focused on increasing economic growth.
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The Canucks in Canuckville
by John S.P. Robson
The Canucks in Canuckville liked freedom a lot,
But the Grinches who ruled from above them did not.
What Canucks called tradition they deemed mere delusion,
What Canucks thought was freedom they renamed confusion.

Where buyers and sellers in markets were free,
They cried exploitation and not liberty.
Where people had lives not controlled by the state,
It offended the gaze of the good and the great.

Where ageism, sexism, and lookism reigned,
High brows got all furrowed, expressions got pained.
Our subjects are merry, chaotic and loud,
A huge vulgar mixup. How can we be proud?

With our fancy degrees and our noble intentions,
Gender studies and “discourse” and suchlike inventions.
We’ll make this into a post modern post nation,
We won’t heed their non-PC, base lamentation.

We’ll regulate TV and seat belts and cheese,
Street hockey and boating; whatever we please.
We’ll tell them what poison to use on a mouse,
And how many plugs they must have in their house.

We’ll tell them their mattresses all must have tags,
Patronize them with warnings on clear plastic bags.
We’ll put green-friendly light bulbs in each Canuck’s hand,
But to bike with no helmet will surely be banned.

We’ll make them join unions; we’ll meddle with wages,
We’ll subsidize books with Canadian pages
We’ll give them a Charter with rights no one knows,
With rulings from judges that no voter chose.
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We’ll limit Fox News lest it cause them confusion,
To hear diverse views in disordered profusion.
We’ll drag all their kids to a dull public school,
Where we’ll teach them sex ed not some dumb golden rule.
We’ll make them quit smoking and take up a sport,
We’ll regulate when where and how they cavort.
If they try to get married the time-honoured way,
We’ll claim that they hate every person who’s gay.
We’ll promise them health care that’s totally free,
And a family doctor who’s easy to see.
But we’ll skimp on provision, with this lovely twist,
When they’re sick we’ll put them on a long waiting list.
If this were some poem by old Dr. Seuss,
You know what would put a stop to their abuse.
We’d hold hands and sing, and at us they would look,
And see us all happy without what they took.
And when they clued in that we were not just jokin’,
We really were joyful, our spirits unbroken.
Their hearts would grow larger, three times in one day,
And their wish to coerce us would just go away.
But sadly it’s not how things work in this place,
A power-mad smirk’s hard to wipe off a face.
So we, we ourselves, must climb right up Mount Crumpet,
And lug up the whole nanny state, there to dump it.
Remember we’re voters, not cute little Whos,
It’s us who elect those strange folks in the news.
And remember we’re free, but it comes at a price,
Of vigilant principle, strong and yet nice.
We’re still a free people, despite all our woes,
And we still make the laws with our yes’s and no’s.
Just be firm when you vote and stand up for each right,
And I’ll wish you an unregulated good night.

